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Com 698 8692-I02 Video on disassembly and assembly 697 8692-I02 Customer support service. Please do not write in this section - perhaps you were just looking in the wrong place. If you can't find an answer to your question, ask it on our forum. To do this, in the comments to this article, leave the topic "Forum for owners of "DarwinSAT-7000"". 2. There is a small audio input at the top of the board 3. A list of controllers and a mute control button
(with volume control) are displayed on the PICboard panel 4. Inputs: 1 - headphone output 2 - headphone output 3 - stereo headphone output 4 - two-port connector for connecting a computer 5 - wired audio input 6 - headset jack 7 - RJ11 port 8 - phone plug 9 - charger socket 10 - headphone terminal Rear panel 6. The rear panel contains antenna, USB, computer power connectors. The size of the printed circuit board (without elements) is 12x17.7

cm. The board has 4 transparent capacitors, 4 resistors, 8 springs. - HDMI port for connecting a monitor (there is support for HDMI 1.4 on all monitors) - VGA output for connecting a TV (it is possible to install additional video cards) - two additional digital ports: for sound output and for communication with a computer - power button - reset button - two connectors: for connecting a camera and speakers - emergency shutdown button, which is used
instead of a reset button and turns off the built-in video camera and camera at the same time when the computer is locked - two USB2.0 ports - connectors for connecting a reset button and an emergency reset button - four buttons for management: - Turning on the computer - Turning off the computer - Restarting the computer - Shutting down - Attention: do not confuse the shutdown button of the PC (does not close the infrared port) and the reset

button (does not completely close the infrared port) - when you turn off the computer, pressing the restart button does not close the infrared port , but only closes the USB input - do not forget to close the SD / MMC / NMMC cards when closing the USB port - Inputs/outputs: - HD-Video - Microphone and dynamic range outputs - Audio outputs: stereo and 2.1 - Input dl
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